Understanding the host genetics of chronic hepatitis B and C.
The outcome of hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections are heterogeneous, ranging from an asymptomatic self-limiting infection to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Several viral environmental and demographic variables have been identified as determinants of disease outcome, but these fail to explain a large proportion of the variability. Evidence from twin studies suggests that the host genetic background is an important contributor to disease outcome. Identification of genes that influence the outcome of infection has been attempted using a wide spectrum of approaches including candidate gene disease association studies, genome-wide scanning in affected sibling pairs and most recently genome-wide association studies. We summarize the main findings from a large number of studies in this review. Many studies have focused on the MHC loci from which several reproducible disease associations have been identified. More recently, genome-wide association studies have identified an important locus within the IL-28 - Il-29 region on chromosome 29, which appears to be a major determinant of the treatment response in patients infected with HCV and also a determinant of spontaneous resolution of infection. Translation of the genetic architecture of chronic viral hepatitis into therapeutic opportunities has been slow to proceed. One clinical trial and one drug development program have been based on genetic discoveries. The use of IL-28B genotyping to predict the response to pegylated interferon and ribavirin may also find its way into clinical practice. Indeed, stratification of clinical trial populations based on IL-28B genotype is already considered mandatory.